
Situational Awareness - When Should I Freakout?
Mon 12/18 Tues 12/19 Wed 12/20 Thurs 12/21 Fri 12/22 Sat 12/23 Sun 12/24 W2 12/25-31

Wind (travel, rec, property impacts) Quiet.

4-8 hour period of strong S/SW winds Tues 
eve into early Wed morn. Widespread wind 

travel impacts, localized damage and 
power issues possible.

Strong NE winds 
Sierra ridges, 

Tahoe
Nothing too strong

Not seeing signs 
of Pacific AR 

storms thru end of 
Dec. Blocking ridge 

offshore so we 
could see inland 

slider light snows 
but low 

predictability this 
far out.

Snow (travel, rec, property impacts) Sunshine.

Snow Tues eve (NE Cal), overnight into 
Wed morn (Sierra, W Nev). 2-4 hour period 
of heavy snow possible. Cold storm, snow 

levels to valley floors = big Wed AM 
commute impacts. Confidence remains 

medium for W Nev - shadowing?

Looking quiet.

Flooding (of any kind) Not a concern.

Thunderstorms (lightning, 
strong outflow winds, hail)

Nope.

Unusual Cold or Heat Dramatic temperature drop Wednesday. 
Chilly Thurs-Fri especially mornings.

Second cold front - might increase wind 
chills some Sat-Sun

Leaning cooler 
than normal

Fire Weather Light winds.
Strong winds + dry conditions = rapid fire 

spread Mono Co, Owens Valley lower 
elevations Tues night - Wed

Colder, less wind.

Air Quality Moderate 
inversions. Stronger transport winds + better mixing. Valley inversions return, possibly strong 

if we have snow = haze buildup
Predictability too 

low

Chris’ 7-Day Regional Freakout Forecast for the Sierra and western Nevada

No worries Low 
freakoutness

Moderate 
freakoutness

High 
freakoutness Really bad

What Does 
This Mean? 
Integrates impacts 
and confidence



Screaming Message
Colder, fast moving Pacific storm (not an AR) will bring widespread strong winds along with a period of snow, including lower elevation valleys. 
Some unknowns remain on W Nevada snow potential (shadowing could cheat us out of snow) but wind is a done deal. Potential for significant 

travel and commute impacts Tues night into Wed morning. Holiday travel + normal commuters. First snow on roads for many areas. Classic 
“off season” rapid fire spread scenario for the eastern Sierra - strong winds and it’s been quite dry lately.

Timing
⛅ Snow Tues eve (NE Cal), overnight into early Wed morn (Sierra, W 

Nev). Most of it focused in a 2-4 hour period of heavy snow.
⛅ Strong S/SW winds areawide Tues eve into early Wed morn, likely 

focused in a 4-8 hour period near cold front.
⛅ Strong NE winds for Sierra ridges, maybe Tahoe Wed PM into Thurs. 

Impacts
⛅ Increased incidents, travel delays Tues night into Wed AM commute, 

even with drier scenario. Conditions will change rapidly - flash freeze. 
Low snow levels = longer roadway stretches affected by snow.

⛅ Widespread wind impacts to road travel, not just wind prone areas. 
Strong turbulence, wind shear may lead to flight delays. Localized 
tree, fence damage and power outages. High fire danger E Sierra!

⛅ High elevation tree falls including Wed-Thurs with NE winds.

Confidence & Context
⛅ What Is Certain: Fast moving, cold storm. Snow and strong wind for 

most locations, question is how much snow. Sierra high confidence.
⛅ Not So Certain: Only medium confidence on W Nevada snow 

potential - could end up being shadowed with drier scenario.
⛅ How Unusual: Nothing too out of the ordinary for December!

Advice: What Would I Do?
⛅ Preparedness Actions: Plan to wake up early Wed and allow extra 

time for snow clearing, commute time. Secure outdoor objects, giant 
inflatable reindeer! Be mindful of fire danger even if it’s December.

⛅ What to Monitor: NWS Reno forecasts for updates along with 
Caltrans, NDOT for road status Tues into Wed. Wind restrictions 
likely for wind prone sections of 580/395 in CA, NV.

What You Need To Know Wind/Snow Tues-Wed
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Precip Timing Forecast Radar Simulation



Snowfall Scenarios Good Bet for A Taste of Snow, But Variable!

Snow Character: Typical 
snow ratios, 10-14:1



Strong Winds Direction - SW then N/NE starting Wed PM

Chalfant, Bishop 
winds gusting 
above 40 mph 
once direction 

shifts to N on Wed



Fire Weather Classic “Off Season” Rapid Spread Scenario

Strong SW winds Tuesday night switching to N Wednesday + recent dry 
conditions = critical conditions even in “off season”. Lower elevations of 

Mono Co, northern Owens Valley, Chalfant Valley at particular risk.Source - climatetoolbox.org/tool/Climate-Mapper


